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Abstract

Breast cancer is the leading cause of death in women worldwide; prevention of pos-
sible death from breast cancer can be decreased by early identification ultrasound
image analysis by classifying ultrasound images into three classes (Normal, Benign,
and Malignant), where the dataset used has imbalanced data. Imbalanced data cause
the classification system only to recognize the majority class, so it is necessary to
handle imbalanced data. In this study, imbalanced data can be handled by implement-
ing the Deep Convolution Generative Adversarial Network (DCGAN) method as the
addition of synthetic images to the training data. The DCGAN method generates
synthetic images with feature learning on a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN),
making DCGAN more stable than the basic generative adversarial network method.
Synthetic and original images were further classified using the CNN GoogleNet
method, which performs well in image classification and with reasonable computa-
tion cost. Synthetic ultrasound images were generated using a tuning hyperparameter
in the DCGAN method to adjust the input size on GoogleNet for imbalanced data
handling. From the experiment result, the implementation of DCGAN-GoogleNet
has a higher accuracy in handling imbalanced data than conventional augmentation
and other previous research, with an accuracy value reaching 91.61%, which is 1%
to 4% higher than the accuracy value in the previous method.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Cancer is a disease that ranks first as the deadliest disease in the world [1, 2]. About 20% of teenagers up to 75 years are at risk of
being diagnosed with cancer, and about 10% are risking dying from cancer [3] By the number of cancer cases worldwide, breast
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cancer has the highest number of sufferers and is the leading cause of death in women. The global cancer burden estimates
that around 2.36 million people its diagnosed with breast cancer [3, 4]. Increasing the number of breast cancer patients can be
overcome by identifying breast cancer. Breast cancer patients are characterized by abnormal cell growth in breast tissue [5] The
growth of cancer cells in breast tissue can be caused by factors such as population structure, heredity or genetics, lifestyle, and
environment. Various factors create different mortality and survival rates in each region [6] One way to identify the presence of
breast cancer is by doing a breast self-examination; in this way, every woman would feel the condition of her breasts based on
mass, discharge, swelling, and other possible abnormalities [7] However, this method can lead to overdiagnosis and inaccuracy
of identification results. Many cases of breast cancer that attack women worldwide can be prevented by identifying breast cancer
at an early stage. Identification of breast cancer can be made by medical image analysis.
Several screening methods can be used to identify cancer cells in the breast, including Magnetic Resource Imaging (MRI) [8],
clinical breast examination [9], mammography, and ultrasound [10]. Breast cancer screening based on mammography images is the
most often used and studied in previous research studies [11–13]. However, breast cancer screening using mammography images is
considered less effective and accurate because of its inability to detect small cancer cells and patients with dense breast tissue [14].
In addition, mammography imaging also requires expensive equipment and equipment maintenance. Ultrasound imagery is a
solution to identify breast cancer with a more affordable cost and broader coverage in developing countries [15]. Breast cancer
identification can be made by using Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD).
Identification systems using CAD can be carried out using deep learning methods. Deep learning is a development of machine
learning that is more advanced and performs well [16]. Several deep learning methods that are commonly used in disease identifi-
cation systems include Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) [1], Deep Belief Network (DBN) [17], and Convolution Neural Network
(CNN) [18]. CNN performs better in medical image analysis. The CNN architecture has a convolution layer that can study image
features through a filter matrix [19]. This study utilizes the convolution layer to deal with unbalanced data problems using the
Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN), called the Deep Convolution Generative Adversarial Networks (DCGAN) method.
The DCGAN method generates synthetic images based on the original image features to be added to each class in the dataset so
that each class has the same number of images [20]. Besides being used in dealing with imbalanced data problems, in this study,
the convolution layer is also used in the feature learning process in the CNN GoogleNet method. GoogleNet is an architecture
introduced by Google in 2014 and was ranked first in the 2014 ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC)
competition as the architecture with the best performance [21].

2 PREVIOUS RESEARCHES

Implementation of CAD in the classification of breast cancer ultrasound images in previous studies using the Artificial Network
method obtained the highest accuracy of 82.04% [10]. Deep learning is developing the neural network method that is being
researched. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a deep learning method that allows the feature learning process and image
classification to be carried out in one architecture. Implementation of the CNN method in ultrasound image classification to
identify breast cancer in this study [22]. The classification process is carried out with two models. The first model is a pre-trained
VGG 16, trained using over 14 million images with 1000 labels. The second model is a fine-tuned of the pre-trained VGG 16
model. The entire experiment shows that a fine-tuned model of medical data can improve accuracy.
In another study, classifying ultrasound images for breast cancer classification used several ResNet architectural models (ResNet-
18, ResNet-34, ResNet-50, ResNet-101, and ResNet-152). The comparison results show that the ResNet-18 architecture has the
best accuracy compared to other ResNet architectural models, reaching 88.89% [23].
Previous studies have shown that CNN architectures perform well in ultrasound breast cancer image classification. Comparison
of CNN architectures such as VGG-16, VGG-19, ResNet-18, ResNet-50, ResNet 101, AlexNet, and GoogleNet in the Arabic
handwritten image classification shows that GoogleNet has a higher accuracy value than other CNN architectures. The classifi-
cation system generated by the GoogleNet architecture achieves the highest accuracy of 95.5% [24]. Based on previous research,
the GoogleNet architecture has a good ability in image classification.
The ultrasound image dataset of breast cancer used in this study is an imbalanced data that can affect the accuracy of results. Class
prediction results on imbalanced data tend to be predicted as the majority class or the most data with a significant difference in
the amount of data [25]. Handling the imbalance in image data can be done by augmenting the image in the minority class so that
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FIGURE 1 The research flowchart.

each class has a balanced amount of data. Research by Malygina et al. [26] on cases of imbalanced Chest X-Ray data to predict
pathologies uses data augmentation by adding a data set with synthetic data using the Generative Adversarial Network (GAN)
method. This research shows the addition of synthetic images to handle imbalanced data problems and increase the accuracy by
2% in the classification process. In generator artificial neural network in GAN architecture, the probability density distribution
studied does not show clear image results, and the generator tends to be unstable [27]. The development of the GAN method to
overcome its weaknesses is the Deep Convolution Generative Adversarial Networks (DCGAN) method [28].
Research conducted by Rejusha and KS [29] shows that DCGAN can enhance the accuracy of the classification process compared
to other augmentation techniques, such as Affine Image Transformations and Elastic transformations. In this study, the handling
of imbalanced data with DCGAN was carried out on the classification of breast cancer ultrasound images using GoogleNet.
This method can give a better breast cancer identification system in accuracy.
Based on the exposure of previous studies, in this study, the handling of imbalanced data with DCGAN was carried out to
classify breast cancer ultrasound images using GoogleNet. This research is expected to produce a breast cancer identification
system with reasonable accuracy.

3 MATERIAL AND METHOD

The research on breast identification system based on breast ultrasound image classification using DCGAN and hybrid
GoogleNet methods generally consist of three stages. The research design in this study contains the steps of work carried out
following the research framework in Fig. 1

3.1 Dataset Description
The dataset used to study breast cancer identification systems based on ultrasound images was obtained from [30]. Data was
taken in 2018 from a sample of 600 women aged 25 to 75 years. The data consists of 780 images divided into three classes:
normal, benign, and malignant breast ultrasound. Normal class breast ultrasound images totaled 487, in this class showing
healthy breasts. In comparison, the benign and malignant classes indicate the presence of early and advanced breast cancer with
the amount of data in each class of 210 and 133. The average size of the image is 500×500, and in the first step, each image is
resized to 224×224, appropriate as the input size in GoogleNet. An example of an ultrasound image is shown in Fig 2 .

3.2 Splitting Data
K-fold cross-validation is a method used to divide training and testing data with a proportional percentage of distribution [31].
Compared to other methods, the k-fold cross-validation method produces a model with less bias [32]. In k-fold cross-validation,
the dataset is randomly separated into k subsets of the same size, and the method is repeated k times. Each iteration of one data
set is used for testing data and the rest for training data [33]. An illustration of the distribution of training data and testing data
with k=5 is shown in Fig. 3
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(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 2 The example of ultrasound images: (a) Breast ultrasound normal image, (b) Breast ultrasound benign image, (c)
Citra breast.

FIGURE 3 The illustration of the distribution of training data and testing data with k=5.

3.3 Deep Convolution Generative Adversarial Networks (DCGAN)
Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) were introduced in 2014 by Goodfellow et al. [34]. GAN is a deep learning model that
can generalize synthetic images similar to original images [35]. GAN has two neural networks, a generator, and a discriminator; it
is optimized simultaneously but with the opposite task. The generator artificial neural network synthesizes the image as closely
as possible to the original image so that the features in the synthesized image are still recognized as the original image. In
contrast, the discriminator artificial neural network distinguishes the image from the original image to increase the dataset’s
variance [36]. However, the probability density distribution studied in the generator artificial neural network does not show clear
image results, and the generator tends to be unstable [27]. The development of the GAN method to overcome its weaknesses is
the Deep Convolution Generative Adversarial Networks (DCGAN) method [28].

3.4 GoogleNet
GoogleNet is a CNN architecture introduced by Google in 2014 and won first place in the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recog-
nition Challenge (ILSVRC) 2014 competition as the best-performing architecture. The error value obtained by GoogleNet in
the classification of image data reaches 6.7% [37] The GoogleNet architectural learning model can achieve high accuracy by
deepening layers to improve neural network performance [38] GoogleNet has 144 layers with the image size at the input layer
224×224×3 [39].
The advantage of GoogleNet is in the inception modules that CNN does not have. Inception modules consist of several small
convolutions that aim to reduce the number of parameters without reducing network performance [40]. The output in the previous
layer is processed in 4 layers of 1×1 convolution layer, one layer of 3×3 convolution layer, one layer of 5×5 convolution layer,
and 3×3 pooling, which is added together with the arrangement as shown in Fig. 4 [41].
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FIGURE 4 The illustration of data splitting using k-fold cross-validation ultrasound malignant.

FIGURE 5 The inception modules in GoogleNet Architecture.

TABLE 1 The confusion matrix.
Predicted

Normal Benign Malignant

Ac
tua

l Normal TP FP FP
Benign FN TN TN

Malignant FN TN TN

3.5 Evaluation System
The confusion matrix is the evaluation system used to find out how well the classification method performs. The confusion
matrix is nxn, with n being the number of classes. The confusion matrix measures the performance of the classification system
based on the amount of data classified incorrectly using four parameters, namely True Positive (TP), False Positive (FP), True
Negative (TN), and False Negative (FN) [42]. In the medical data classification, FP is defined as the amount of normal data that
predicts benign or malignant. In contrast, FN is the data in the breast cancer class but is predicted as normal [43]. The confusion
matrix table is shown in Table 1.
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FIGURE 6 The process of adding variance of ultrasound image data to training data.

The parameters in the confusion matrix are used to calculate accuracy (AC), sensitivity (SE), and specificity (SP) with Equations
1-3 to find out how well the classification system performs. The higher the value of AC, SE, and SP, the better the performance
of the classification system.

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑛
(1)

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓 𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃

𝑛
(2)

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁

𝑛
(3)

The SE or true-positive rate is a probability value of a normal class ultrasound image but identified as a breast cancer image
(benign and malignant). SP or false-positive rate is a probability value of a breast cancer image but identified as a normal class
image.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The stage of this research begins with pre-processing the data. Data pre-processing consists of two stages: split data and data
augmentation. The distribution of training and testing data is carried out with 5-fold cross-validation. The number of training
data is 625, with the number of benign, malignant, and normal classes as many as 350, 168, and 107, respectively. In contrast, the
testing data is 155, with details of 87 benign, 42 malignant, and 26 normal data. The number between classes is not balanced with
a difference of 243 data. The imbalanced dataset affects the classification results, which would be recognized as the class with
the largest data. So it is necessary to add variance of synthetic image data by implementing the Deep Convolution Generative
Adversarial Network (DCGAN) method.
The DCGAN method utilizes convolution layers to study image features to create a synthetic image with the same characteristics
as the original image. The process of adding variance of ultrasound image data to training data is illustrated in Fig. 6 .
Based on Fig. 6 , the generator and discriminator work simultaneously with random noise input on a generator and original
image input on the discriminator. The original input image on the discriminator is taken randomly to produce a synthetic image
with the same class. Furthermore, the original and synthetic images are combined into training data so that the training data has
the same number in each class.
The size of the convolution layer on the DCGAN architecture is suitable for the size of the input on the GoogleNet architecture.
The adjusted DCGAN architecture would produce a synthetic image of 224×224 size. The resulting image, according to the
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TABLE 2 The DCGAN architecture with output size 224 x 224.
Layers Name Type Learnable Properties

Generator
Fully connected Fully Connected Layer Weight 401408×100

Bias 401408×1
TransConv 1 Transposed Convolution Layer Weight 3×3×128×128

Bias 128×1
Stride 2

TransConv 2 Weight 3×3×64×128
Bias 64×1
Stride 2

Conv 1 Convolution Layer Weight 3×3×64
Bias 1×1
Stride 1

Discriminator
Conv 1 Convolution Layer Weight 3×3×1×32

Bias 32×1
Stride 2

Conv 2 Weight 3×3×32×64
Bias 64×1
Stride 2

Conv 3 Weight 3×3×32×128
Bias 128×1
Stride 2

Conv 4 Weight 3×3×32×256
Bias 128×1
Stride 2

Fully connected Fully Connected Layer Weight 1×4096
Bias 1×1

input size on GoogleNet can reduce the possibility of losing the essence of image features due to a significant resizing process.
The classification process identifies breast ultrasound into three stages, normal, benign, and malignant. A description of the size
of the convolution layer on the DCGAN architecture is shown in Table 2 .
The number of epochs significantly influences the performance of the DCGAN method. The greater the number of epoch values,
the better the synthetic image results, but it also takes a long time. An example of synthetic image generalization at epochs 0,
1000, 1500, and 2000 is shown in Fig. 7 .
Based on Figure 6, the generalization of synthetic images using the DCGAN method produces nine synthetic images. In Figure
6 (a), in the first epoch, the image still does not look like an ultrasound image because the image still contains random noise. In
Figure 6 (b), using epoch 1000, the image is slightly closer to the original ultrasound image but is still less clear. While in Fig.
7 (c) and (d), the image resembles the original ultrasound image. However, in Fig. 6 (d), the ultrasound image is more stable
than the image with 1500 epochs. Each class’s synthetic ultrasound image samples are shown in Fig. 8 , Fig. 9 , and Fig. 10 .
Based on Fig. 8 , Fig. 9 , and Fig. 10 , the synthetic image visually resembles the original image. As in the benign class, the
synthetic and original images have the same characteristics, like a small black asymmetrical circle. In the malignant class, the
black asymmetrical shape looks bigger than in the benign class. Furthermore, synthetic images are added to the training data so
that the image in each class is the same. In the normal class, 50 synthetic data were added, while in the benign and malignant
classes, 232 and 293 were added. So in total, there are 400 data in each class in the training process. The comparison of the
amount of training data in each class after adding synthetic images is shown in Fig. 11 .
Based on the graph in Fig. 7 , the training data has a balanced dataset after adding synthetic images to each class. The next
process is image classification using CNN GoogleNet architecture.
The image classification resulting from the addition of synthetic images is compared with the addition of images using con-
ventional augmentation methods. In experiment 6, the conventional augmentation method used as a comparison is by randomly
rotating the image at a special angle (30, 45, 60, and 90 degrees) so that the number of images is the same as the amount of
training data that has been added with synthetic images. In experiment 7, the synthetic images were generated by an unsuitable
DCGAN method. The unsuitable DCGAN method produces synthetic images more minor than the input size in GoogleNet,
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIGURE 7 Example of synthetic image generalization at epochs (a) 1, (b) 1000, (c) 1500, and (d) 2000.

(a) original (b) synthetic-1 (c) synthetic-2

FIGURE 8 The synthetic ultrasound image samples for ’Normal’ class.

which is 28×28. Comparison of classification results based on evaluation using accuracy (AC), sensitivity (SE), and specificity
(SP) in Equation 1-3. The system evaluation of each experiment is shown in Table 3 .
Based on Table 3 , implementing the DCGAN method to handle imbalanced data and GoogleNet as an image classification
method got better accuracy than the Geometry Augmentation Transformation-GoogleNet and previous studies with an accuracy
of 91.61%. In research [44], the GAN-CNN method obtained a fairly good accuracy reaching 90.41%, but this experiment only
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(a) original (b) synthetic-1 (c) synthetic-2

FIGURE 9 The synthetic ultrasound image samples for ’Benign’ class.

(a) original (b) synthetic-1 (c) synthetic-2

FIGURE 10 The synthetic ultrasound image samples for ’Malignant’ class.

FIGURE 11 The comparison number of data in the training dataset before and after imbalanced handling.

tested using two classes of ultrasound data. Research by Khanna et al. [47] extracted ultrasound image features using the feature
learning layer on the ResNet50 architecture. The feature extraction vector array is then carried out by the feature selection and
classification process using the Support Vector Machine (SVM) method. This study obtained a fairly good accuracy of 84.90%.
The performance of the classification system is also determined by SE and SP values. In medical image classification, The SE
value is highly considered. When the SE value is high, it reduces the possibility of breast cancer not being identified. A high
SE value indicates that the system can recognize ultrasound images well, so most misclassifications are normal data but are
identified as breast cancer. In classifying medical images, errors like this are better than patients diagnosed with breast cancer but
not identified. The SP value indicates that the system can recognize normal class data well, indicating some benign or malignant
data as a normal class. Analyzing SE and SP values determines the best classification method for SE values. The highest SE
value was in experiment 8, with an SE value of 94.20%. The visualization of the accuracy results is shown in Fig. 12 .
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TABLE 3 The comparison of the classification evaluation system.
Method Dataset AC(%) SE(%) SP(%)
GAN-CNN [44] University of Malaya Medical Centre (2

classes)
90.41 87.94 85.86

ResNet [45] BUSI Dataset 83.00 - -
BVA Net [46] 84.30 75.80 88.30
ResNet50-SVM with feature
selection [47] 84.90 - -
GoogleNet 78.06 80.84 78.82
Transformation Geometry
augmentation-GoogleNet

87.74 84.94 89.60
Unsuitable
DCGAN-GoogleNet

81.94 75.38 83.46
DCGAN-GoogleNet 91.61 94.20 89.74

FIGURE 12 The visualization of the accuracy results.

TABLE 4 The confusion matrix of the best model.
Predicted

Normal Benign Malignant

Ac
tua

l Normal 76 2 0
Benign 6 40 0

Malignant 4 0 26

Experiment 8 has a higher accuracy than Experiment 6. Based on all experiments, generating a synthetic image is a better way
to add variants of image data than the conventional augmentation method. Synthetic images by the DCGAN method reduce
the possibility of missing image features due to the augmentation process by creating new images based on the original image
features.
Based on Fig. 12 , it can be seen that in experiment 8 using DCGAN-GoogleNet, the highest accuracy was achieved, 91.61%,
followed by the first and sixth experiments with an accuracy of 90.41% and 87.74%, respectively. The results of the confusion
matrix experiment 8 are shown in Table 4
Based on Table 4, 76 benign data, 40 malignant data, and 26 normal data were classified correctly. 13 data are classified as not
in the actual class. The most errors are in the malignant class, where seven classes should be included in the benign class but
are classified as malignant. It shows that the similarity between malignant and benign data is higher than in other classes. The
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high accuracy results in Experiment 8 prove that the synthetic image generated using the DCGAN method can be recognized as
a genuine ultrasound image.
All experiments show that GoogleNet has a good performance in image classification. In the GoogleNet architecture, feature
learning and classification processes occur. The feature learning process is an image feature extraction process through learning
the image’s shape, edge, and color features. In general, CNN performs well in image classification but has drawbacks in the
length of training time and high computational complexity [48]. Research by [49] combines the feature learning process on the
CNN architecture to reduce training time in the CNN architecture with the Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) classification
method. The combination of the CNN-ELM method shows better results than the conventional CNN method, with a difference
in the accuracy of 2 to 4% and a training time range of 4000 seconds, so the combination of CNN-ELM can be a solution to
overcome the problem of long training times in the CNN architecture.

5 CONCLUSION

The DCGAN method can handle the imbalanced data problem well based on the trial results. The 2000 number of epochs in the
DCGAN method can generalize the synthetic ultrasound image well. The synthetic image has a visual resemblance to the original
image. As in the benign class, the synthetic and original images have the same characteristics, like a small black asymmetrical
circle. In the malignant class, the black asymmetrical shape looks bigger than in the benign class. The classification results using
the GoogleNet method show better accuracy than the Geometry Transformation augmentation-GoogleNet and previous studies
with an accuracy of 91.61%.
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